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Abstract 

The spatial di&lsion of fast electrons created by electron cyclotron resorut heating 

(Em is examined using elcctron cycloaon emissions viewad along a nearly vmical 

chord in the TEXT-U tokamak. Enhanced emission at frtqueacies downshiftEd from the 

cold cyclotron frequency is attributed to non-thermal electrons. The emission spectra during 

ECRH am consistent with the presence of low density supmhcmal electrons. 

Comparison of the spectra measured during ECRH with a bauncc averaged Fawrcr-planck 

code which incoqmates the effects ofmagnetic d a r e -  turbulenceonthe 

distribution function, shows that the level of magnetic fluctuationS in the center of TEXT-U 

is between 3 and 5 x lP5. This level of magnetic fluctuation is a €%tor of 2 to 5 too 

small to explain the transport of thermal electrons (E - 1 kev) in TEXT. Thus, magnetic 

fluctuations anz an unlikely major cause of the transport of thermal electrons in TEXT. 
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1. Introduction 

The transpc#tof energy out ofthe c m  ofmagnetic fusion experiments is at least an 

order of magnitude higher than would be expected if neoclassical pdictions w m  true. 

Anomalous transpart is widely believedtobe due tocithcrelectrostatlc or magnetic 

fluctuations. There is evidence that tmsport in the edge oftokamaks is due to electrostatic 

turbulence, but the cause of transpart in the e m  is unknown. A small level of magnetic 

fluctuations ( g S 104 ) could be responsible for the m d  thermal eltcaon energy 

t m s p t  properties in tokamak plasmas. Magnetic fluctuation levels 0f2xitr5 have been 

measured at the plasma edge '3, however dimt measurement of the level of magnetic 

fluctuations jll the c m  is =cult since material probes would melt? ~ranspm rtue to 

E 

magnetic fluctuations is expected to scale with I V H ~ ,  while ttanspart due to electrostatic 
fluctuations is expccted to scale with jq. Measurementofdretranspartofsuprathumal 
electrons versus the transport of thermal electrons thus provides a measure of the nlativc 

importanceof~roleofmagneticflucruationsh0~ofclcctrostaticfl~o~ 

Previous studies of fast electron confinement have usually shown that runaway 

electrons and fast electrons generated by adliary heating (most notably lower hybrid 

c m n t  drive) an tiequently bttm confined than thermal e~ectnms.3$  his suggests that 

merent mechanisms may be lesponsible for the transport of runaway and thmal 

electrons. With runaway trampat being dominated by magnetic fluctuations and the 

mmsport of thmd electrons dominated by ekctmstatic fluctuations. Almost all 

suprathemal elecaon confinement studits have used techniques based on the interaction of 

fast electrons with radiation: they emit hard X-rays and, (because of the lelativistic mass 

increase) they interact with electron cyclotron radiation at lower frequencies than thermal 

electrons. 

Most commonly the thick tatget bremsstrahlung produced by runaway electrons as 

they strike the limiter is observed.6*798*9 Measurements of the photon energy spectra of 
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the hard x-ray flux during steady state discharges and chang~s in the flux during plasma 

position shift experiments have all been used to determine runaway elecpon ~~nfinezncn~ 

Studies of the hard x-rays radiated by electrons in the plasma are rarer and usually 

associated with a lower hybrid cunent drive experiment10,11*12*13*14 because the low 

collision QOSS section of fast electrons can make gathering data a slow and noisy process. 
Electron cyclotron emission (Ea) 15,16,17,18 a absorption (ECA) 1920,2122 

mcasuements have some advantages over x-ray measurements, in that high energy 

electrons emit cyclotron radiation copiously so that gathezing the data is not a difficult task. 

However, intqmtatim of suprathermal emiSsionS viewed hdmntdly almg the tokamak 

major radial axis is d i t l id t  for two msons: 

1) The optically thin emissions fiom suprathennal electrons am not spatially 

localitnl by the simple o = n w  rtsonanct condition, as they am for optically thick 

emission. Some indication of their location, besides fkqucncy, must accompany the signal. 

(e.g. sawteeth). 

2) Multiple reflections of the radiation can increasC the level of observed OptiCaUy 

thin emissions. 

Viewing the emission vertically (VECE) opposite a "bkk" background (Le. a 

microwave absorber), localizes the source to aparticularlocation, improvjng comparison 

between theory and expmim~n$~. Such expcrimcnts in the past have most freqacntly been 

done in lower-hybrid hcated plasmas, whcre the wave interacts with supratbmd electrons 

through Landau damping. 

This paper describes measurements of fast electron diffi~sivity made using VECE 

on TEXT-U. Our discussion wil l  be organized is as follows: Section 2 describes the 

method of inferring suprathermal electron transport €iom electron cyclotron emissions. The 

experimental apparatus is discussed in section 3. VECE measurements of suprathd 

emission during ohmic and ECRH discharges 5~1lt presented in d o n  4. The experimental 

results am analyzed and the fast electm W s i v i t y  is determined in section 5. A 
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camparison to previous TEXT measurements is made in stctioLl6. Finally, the last section 

of this repart an the conclusions from our study. 

2. Principle of Measurement 

The frequency o at which an electron emits or absorbs radiation is given by the 
cyclotnw resonance condition: 

( 1) 
t?B 
my 

o = n - + kpll  , w h m  n is the harmonic number. 

eB This resonance fiequency is shifted fiom the cold cyclotron fnquency, “m by the 

relativistic factor, y, and the Doppler shift, kl,v,p In general, for arbitrary propagation 

angles, this condition fams ellipses in momentum ob velocity spw. Radiation 

propagating peqendicuk to a magnetic field line will be emitted by suprathermal eftctrons 
at ffequencies lower than the cold cyclotron fkquency, -. Measurement of the ECE el3 

m 

spectra along a chord of constant magnetic field strength (Le. a vertical chard h u g h  a 

tokamak) is thus a meaSuIIc of the energy distribution of suprathmal electrons in the 

sample volume. Spectra meas& during lowdensity runaway 

show enhanced emission over spectra in discharges where the electron distributions are 

close to Maxwellim. 

ECRH discharges will 

The ECE spectra are thus a line integral of the suprathemal population and the 

spatial extent of this population is dependent upon 6. since the sightline of the diagnostic 

is much d e r  than the plasma minor radius, a population of suprathmnal electrons that is 

strongly dispersed by spatial diffusion will have a different ECE spectnun than a 

population that is contained entirely in the sightline ofthe diagmstic. In the latter case the 

emission level will be smaller because less suprathtrmal elcctrr#rs occupy the viewing 

sample volume. Furtherman, since emission at a single fiequency is contributed by 
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electrons within a certain energy range, the emission spectra meas\aes the energy 

distribution as well as the total density of electrons along the sightb. Thus the shape of 

the ECE spectra is highly sensitive to 6, which is expected to effect high velocity eltctrons 

more strongly than low velocity electrons. 

A 3-I) bounce-averaged Fokkcr-pmck calculation which takes into account 

collisions, the tokamak electric field electron cyclotron heating, elcctrcwtatic and magnetic 

arrbulencc is used to calculate the spccuum during ECRILa "he confinement of 

suprathennal electrons in this simulation is modeled by adjustment of the electrostatic and 

magnetic turbulence parameters. ECE spectra am then cdculated f b m  the distribution 

functionusingafullyrclativisticradiationtranspartcode. Comparisonoftbemeastnrd 

spectra with the c a l e  &termines the level of magnetic flucatation. 
* .  

3. Experimental Apparatus 

Toroidal and poloiclal czoss sections of the experiment rn shown in Figure 1. 

F ~ e n m l h a n n o n i c , ~ m o d e e l ~ c y c l o t r o n h c a t i n g i s  launchcdintotheplasmaby 

a focused &midaUy steerable ante-z This launcher can vary the launch angle of the 

beam continuously +/- 30 degrees from perpendicular injection, while maintaining the beam 

center within +/- 1 cm of the magnetic axis. Launching the beam in the dizection of the 

electron drift velocity (apposite the plasma current) causcs Doppler-laoadened heating to 

interactwithapopulatioaafsuprathermale~swhicharecreatedbythetintamalr 

electric field in low density discharges. The following paragraph explains the interaction. 
. .  
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Figure 1 Experimental setup. 

The electron cyclotron resonance condition (equation I), which depnds u p  the 

wave frequency, cycloawr frequency and parallel wavenumber, has sill elliptical shape in 

momentum space. Figme 2 shows the EC resonance curves of the heating beam (bold 

lines) superimposed on the level contom of a distribution function with a small parallel tail 

(fme lines). The resonance contours in this case camspond to a propagation an& of +/- 

75 &gne with respect to the magnetic field, and a wave andcydmn fnqutncy of 60 

GHz. ( This is equivalent to a +/- 10 &gmc angle of injection h m  perpendicular, once 

field line curvatme is taken into account) A sum of two Maxwcllian distributions was 

chosen to ilIustrate the ECRH interaction with the naQlrauy cmuring runaway population in 

a low &nsity tokamak discharge. The bulk temperature is 1.2 keV, while the 

supratfiermal tail has a density of .Ol% of the bulk and a parallel ernperamre of 40 keV. 

Both sets of contouff axe plotted vtrsus maI i zcd  momentum. Launching the beam in 

the direction of the electron drift velocity (opposite the plasma current) heats the population 

of suprathermal electrons, because the resonance contour overlaps the distribution. Waves 

launched opposing the electron drift direction, have no direct interaction with the mil, and 

have less effect on the suprathermal population. 
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Figure 2 ECRH interaction with electron distribution fimction. 

s e C o n d H s l r m o n i c X - M o d e ~ n C y c l o t r o n E m i s s i o n s ~ ~ ~ v i e w e d  

using a horn and lens antenna along a chad of nearly constant magnetic field sangth 

through a polyethylene window on the P13 bottom port ofTEXT-U.26 The horn and lens 

antenna has a Gaussian pattern with a Rayleigh length of about 25 cm and a maximum 

beam diameter in vacuum of about six centimeters. The antenna can be moved to different 

positions in major radius to view emissions from different parts of the plasma. A silicon- 

carbide viewing dump was used to minimize dbcted elecnon cyclotron emissions 

originating from other parts of the plasma from en-g the sightline. The dump has a 

measurtd reflectivity of less than 1% and is offset toroidally &om the WCE window since 

the vertical soft x-ray array occupies the oppasing part. This offset causes the energy 

resolution ofthe diagnostic tobe decreased because the beam is notpeqendicularto the 

direction of the magnetic field but at about an 80" angle to it. 

Viewing perpendicular to a field line, in accOnj with cquatiun 1, results in a one to 
wce 
w 

one conespondence between the energy of an electron ( y= n- ) and the frtqutncy of 
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the emission. Emission at an oblique angle to the magnetic field is Doppler SW in 

addition to the nlativistic shift. Figure 3 shows the energy ofnsoaant electrons that lie 011 

the momentum space ellipses versus the normalized parallel momtntum far 12 different 

frequencies at a field strength of 2.14 T ( a = 120 GHz). There is a large pmd in 

energy far all frequencies, but lower frequencies m monant with higher energy eltctllpns. 

The lowest fhquency, 98 GHz, is emitted by electrons which ham energies between 60 

and 200 kV. Emission in the X mode is weighted towards electrons with large 

perpendicular velocities, so not a l l  elecm~s which are rwobazlt at a parhdar€iequcncy 

contribute equally to the emission. 'Ibis makes it impossible to &tennine the distribution 

function uniquely from the emission. 

200 

150 

50 

0 
-1 .o -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 

“I1 (PII’QC) 

Figure 3 Energy contours of VECE system. 

Two heterodyne radiometers detect the Tectived ECE radiation. The rcctivers 

covered the frequency spans firom 98 to 112 GHz and 112 to 126 GHz respectively. The 

front ends of the receivers, consist of a high-pass filter followed by a mixer and a local 
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Spectra measund dong a vertical c h d  am markedly M c m t  than tbe spectra 

viewed using horizontal ECE. The magnetic field strength in a tokamak is proportional to 
In the limit that a particular mode and potarization (usually 2nd harmonic X-mode) is R '  

opticaily thick, and harmonic overlap is not imporant (a high aspect ratio &vice) the 

emission can be localizied to a surface. Thus the radiation intensity emitted horizontally at 
thcGrequency, 3, carrcslxmis to the electron temperat\rrc at the position R(B). neB 

Radiation emitted along a vertical c h d  (R = constant) will be optically thick at some 

frequencies and optically thin at others. 

Figure 4 shows a typical spectrum fiom an ohmic h d  plasma viewed along a 

vertical chord. The vertical axis is labeled in radiation temperatme, this is calculakd from 

the classical limit of Hanck's radiation formula: 

Thc threG regions of the spectra will be labeled for convenience: 1) The optically thick 

region, 2) the Doppler upshifted region, and 3) the nlativistically downshifted region. 
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Figure 4 Vertically viewedohmic spectra 

The absorption cOefficient at the 2nd harm& cyclotron fiequency is very large 

and cyclotron emission from the hot core plasma is absorbed and rc-emittcd al the way out 

to the cooler edge. This causes the dip that is seen in the radiation kmpezatm ato = a. 
The optical depth varies with kquency, andis gmter than one in thengion between the 

peaks (roughly). Most of this radiation is optically gray and does not necessarily 

correspond to localized temperanae in this region. Tht absmptim is sprtad out along the 

entirechardandsotbe~ti~temperatunatsomefrtquenciescorresponds~mmolleofian 

average temperature than the surface temperature ofa blackbody. 

Since wc am viewing tbc radiatioh at a slight angle to the magnetic field, some of it 

is emitted at fiequencics higher than the cold cydotm resonance frequency. This is the 

result of Doppler shifted emission caused by elecaons traveling along magnetic field lines 

towards the antenna. Far these electrons there is a competition between the Doppler shift 

and the nAativistic mass increase. As an electron travels faster and faster the Doppler shift 
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is towards higher hquencies, but the mass shifk is toward lower fnquencits, Oncc an 

ektrcm excbtds a cextain velocity the mass shift starts to dominarc the Doppler Shih and 

emission above a corresponding frequency is not possible along a given viewing chord. 

Because of this, the signal level at the very highest frequencies must be due to reflections 

from other regions ofthe plasma and not Doppler shifted emissions, as is indicated in the 

figure. 

F i i y ,  the relativistically downshifted ngion wil l  be dmninated by emission from 

electrons with energies much greater than the thermd energy. Radiatioa at these 

frequencies is optically thin and suplathermal electrons mywherr: within the viewing 

sightline can contribute to the Signal. In practice, the suprathennal populatian is typicaiIy 

strongest where the thmd temperature is highest and the collisionality is lowest In 

thermal discharges, supmthamd emission in this region ofthe sgectnrm is negligible and 

the meas& intensity at very low frequencies is due to reflected radiation fuom elsewhem 

inthctoW& 

ECRHSpectra 

The ECRH data was taken during low density discharges in the TEXT tokamak. 

Typical conditions for these discharges were: line averaged density, 12x10 13 /cm 3 , 

plasma current, 120 M, loop voltage 20 V during the ohmic phase dropping to 1.7 V 

during ECRH. The electron temperature in the center of the plasma before ECRH was 

800eV,andincnasedtoabout 1200eVd&gcentralhcating. ThcRFpowergenerated 

by the gyiotron was approximately 200 kW, however, bccause of transmission losses the 

power launched into the machine was about 170 kW. Thc angle ofthc tamidally steerablt 

antenna was varied during this experiment to determine via the VECE spectra the effects on 

suprathermal generatio% as discussed with rtgard to figure 2. 
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Figure 5 shows VECE spectxa during ECRH with the a d a l l y  steering antenna 

pointed in the co and counter electron drift directions as defined by the dinction of the 

plasma cunent. (The angle of injection in both the co and counter injection dk&ons was 

about lo"6romperpendicular.) TheECRHinjcctedinthecoelecwndrihdirccticm 

interacts with electmns in the tail of the distribution that am maredby the ohmic electric 

field ofthe tokamak as describedin figure 2. This angle produced the maximum 

experimental suprathennal ECE when the ECRH antenna was pointed in the cotltctloll 

direction. Also shown far comparison is the ohmic spectra befm ECRH. Emission at 

frtquencits close to the cyclotron muency is the same during co and counter injection, 

but emission at low Ihqucncies is much greater during co.injcctcd ECRH. The emhion at 

& increases very little compared to the ohmic level, siaa the radiation is coming frr>ar 

theedgeplasma 
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Figure 5 VECE Spectra during Co and Counter Injected ECRH. 
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Figure 6 shows the time response of the 98 GHz emission during ECRH. 

EltctIons with energies bttwcen 40 and 200 keV emit radiation at this fnquency. h this 

discharge, the critical energy above which an electron becomes a runa~a$~, is 

approximately 60 kcV. Emission increases by a factar of 20 over thc ohmic level during 

CO-injection, but increase only slightly during countcr-in&cticm. Sawteeth rn visible an 

the ECE signal indicating that the suprathennd electron population is peaked in the center 

of the plasma The time response of the ECE signal at this hqucncy is slow (risetime = 

25 msac) campad to typical hoxizontally viewed ECE signals from thermal electrwr~, 

which have risetimes m m  on the &of 10 mscc. Diff&cnccs in the rise time is 

reflective of diffexenccs in the heating mechanism. The high energy elecmrns an & 

by the synergy of the tokamak ohmic electric field and ECRH. We mxt describe this 

proctssia€inthcrdetail 

ECRHincnaSes an electronsperpendiculatencrgyandcausesvelor5~space 

diffusion through its interaction with the distribution functia 

Physically, AVL is the bump in pcrptndicuiar energy au eltca;on gets as it passes though 

the heating beam, while At is the time between transits of the beam. ECRH interacts 

strongiy with electrons which an two =three times the t h d  energy. The addition of 

perpendicularetlergydecnasesth;eseelectronscollisionallityandmakcstfiemman 

susceptible toacctleratiols by theohmicelectric field. The time that it takes to accelerate au 

elecmn to an energy of 40 LCV accounts for the delay between when ECRH comes on at 

300 mSec and the signal beginning to rise at 302.5 ma. The slowcrtime scale OftheEst 

ofthesignalisduetothediffusive(invelocityspaEc)nanaeafE~ 
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Figure 6 98 GHz ECE signal during co and counm-injtctfd ECRH. 

Figures 7 shows the time response of the 117.5 GHz emission in both the co and 

counter injection casts. Emission at this frequency is due to thermal or mildly supradmmal 

elecmns(E=l-lOkeV). Bothcoand~nminjectimproduceaboutthesamelevelof 

hacase in the level of the 1175 GHz signal, suggesting that the tern- uf the bulk 

plasma is approximately the same during heating in e i k  direction. The time -e of 

the signal mECRH is prompt, since itis govcmedpiimarily by tht nsponse of tk thennal 

electrons. Thtsawteethamplitudeis~~~atelythesameinthecoand~heating 

direction, dthough the frequency i s  about 1.5 times hi- in the co ddctbn. This 

Merenee in the sawteeth is pbably duc to small diffemnccs in the cumem density profiles 

between the two cases, caused by the small suprathermal population which because of its 

high velocity caxries a m n t  in larger proportion to its number density. 
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Figure 7 117.5 GHz ECE signal during co and counter-injected ECRH. 

The TEXT soft x-ray amys ccnnplement the 117.5 GHz ECE channel because they 

are also sensitive to elecuons in the energyntnge of 1 bo 1OkeV. The time mpmsc of the 

central soft x-ray chord to co and counter injected ECRH is shown in Figures 8. The 

response of the the soft x-ray signal to the oppositely injected ECRH is identical, except 

again for the sawtooth period. Fu~thmo~e, the shape of the soft x-ray profiles for the two 

discharges is nearly identical. Ifdiffennces in the VECE spectra w e ~ e  due to changes in 

the level of reflected thermal emissions (caused by diffmnces in the temperam profiles) 

from elsewhere in the plasma, the soft x-ray p r o f i l e s  should indica# a diffcrtncc in the co- 

injection and counter-injection cases. Since it docs not, the changes in the low fkqucncy 

ECEchannelsa~enotduetotem~profi ledfects .  

.. 
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Figure 8 Soft x-ray signal through a cenaxI chord during ECRH. 

5. Analysis 

Inversicwof the experimentally measundECE spectraalone todetcnnine the 

electron distribution function is impossible. optically thin ECE at a particular frequency in 

a specific mock of propagatian is a moment of the distribution function. Ea patticular 

form of the distribution function is assumed, such as a bi-Maxwellian, the experimental 

spectra can be i n v d  to give a "best fit" suprathcxmal density and tan-. However, 

such a description is ovcr-simplificd and, moreover, not unique. several difkmnt 

distribution functions could be used to model the same spec- each M'g only in their 

dependence on patallel velocity. (In many ways this is akin to measuring tbe plasma 

density profie using only one chord averaged density mcasumment) Dinct comparison of 

the spectra with a detailed computational model is more insighdirl, since the actual 
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distribution functions ~IE the result of several physical proccsscs. This is the approach that 

we have chosen. 

The computational model that we use is aFokker-Hanck simulation that has been 

developed for the inyestigation of the radial diffusion of fast electrons. The code is 3- 

dimensional (2-D velocity, 1-D dguia t ion)  and solves a bounceaveraged kinetic 

equation which includes the effects of coulomb collisions, the DC elecaic field, ECRH and 

the radial diffusion of the electrons produced by magnetic andelectrostatic turbulcncc 

where, 

The cock has been extensively benchmarked against experiments on several dif&mt 

machines10*21~8~. Evaluation of the distribution functim quires that accurate and 

detailed information on the ECRH launching geometry, RF power, plasma temperame, 

density, loop voltage and cumnt be input to the code. 7 % ~  distribution function camputed 

using the program is then used to evaluate the 2nd hannOnic X-mode ECE spectra 

Iterativcoomparisonofthecatculatedspcctnunwiththtexpcrimcntalspectrum~ines 

the value of DT. From this the value of 6 ,  assuming a connezticm length of 2wR. is 

calculated. 

Analysis ofthe experimental spectra madt during central heating by om 56 GHz 

gyroaon and Using the tMDidally steering antenna has bten pcrfanned Plasma conditions 

during this experiment were: plasma curnnt =I20 U, line averageddensity = 
1.2~10 13 /cm 3 , loop voltage = 1.7 V, central electron temperame = 1200 eV, Zeff = 2 and 

ECRH power = 170 kW. Shown in Figure 9 are the experimental rcsults and spectra 

simulated using three diffant values of 6. (Thc v u t i d  errm bars on the experimental 

data are due to uncertainties in the calibration of the system. These uncertainties axe caused 
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by variations in the transmission coefficient over fquency of the polyethykne window. 

"he horizontal errop ban arc due to the filter bandwidths in the IF sectioll anduncertainty in 

the exact position oftht receiving ant~~a)   he effect of increasing 6 is most noticeablt at 

the low fiquency end of the spectra, this is because low fnquency ECE is due to high 

velocity particles which diffuse most rapidly in hxrbdent magnetic fields. 'Ihe experimental 

data setms best fit by a value of 6 between 3 and 5 x10e5. 

Figure 9 Experimental b-til& determination. 

was added to equation 3 to also simulate the effects of electrostatic turbulence on the 

distribution function. The level of this texm ( E D  = lkm/s ) was taken to be consistent 

with the transport of thermal electrons in the interior of TEXT.30 Simulations which 

included bprh magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations did not significantly Mer fbm 
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simdations which cmly included magnetic fluctuations. This is because h elemmatic 

term scales with l/lvl$, and so mostly affects low velocity electrons, which an not 

responsible for the bulk of the emissions. Finally, simulation of the spectra using the 

electrostatic term alone (figure 10) results in a specaun that slopes up at lower frequency, 

which is in contrast to the experimentally determined spectra and the spectra with 6 = (3-5) 

x 10 -5. The higher velocity electrons would be much better confined than the thermal 

electrons if electrostatic turbulence was responsible for the tranqmt of both thermal and 

suprathennal electrons. Thus, the loss of high energy electrons seems due to a mechanism 

with a velocity scaling more like magnetic turbulmce than like ebmstatx - turbulence. 

1.5 
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Figure 10 Effect of electrostatic turbulence on VECE spectra 

Thereissomeuncertaintyintheothcrplasmaparametersustdinthecode. In 

addition to the magnetic fluctuation level, the spectra arc sensitive to the tokamak ohmic 

electric field, RF power, and plasma Zeff. Unfortunately, none of these parameters is 
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known pnxisely. For example, the Imp voltage measured outside the plasma plaas an 

upper limit on the ohmic electsic field inside, but because of inductive effecg is not a good 

measurement ofthe interhelecaic field The effect on drt spectra of varying these 

parametem has been determined. The net result is that the above simulation p b a b i y  

overestimates the amplitude of magnetic fluctuations and should be taken as a wocst casc 

estimate. 

During the ECRH pulse, the electron temperam in the center of the plasma rises in 

about 10 msec. The central plasma conductivty a, which is propartional D Tern, rises at 

the same time, but the plasma ament profile, J(r), changes on a mudh longer time scale 

because ofthe inductance ofthe plasma As ansult the electric field (E=J/a) in the cenm 

drops mom rapidly than at the edge. Thc loop voltage change measllred outsidc the 

plasma thus lags the electric fiddchange in the center. In the Falrk;er-planck simulation we 

usedthe measured loop voltage as an estimate ofthe electric fieldinside the plasma- and 

this voltagtifield is thus an overestimate. Simulations using the one-dimensional tntnspart 

code,~1,indicatcthtloopvol~~intheplasmace~co~k:asIowas 1.4 

volts during ECRH. Fokker-panck simul&ons using this lower value oftoroidal elecaic 

field wil l  product agnement fop a somewhat smaller level of 6. 
Theinitialsimulationused170kWasanestimateoftheECRHpowerlaunched 

into the plasma This is a best case estimate based on the 56 GHz gyrotion generating 200 

k W  p o w a d  an 85% transrmssl 'on efficiency from the tube to the tokamak Rrobably the 

actual power is less dne to mode conversion in the transmission line, and because the 

launched power is a mixture of 0 and X modes. The simulation again shows that a smaller 

value of 6 would be necessary to acbve.agnement with the measured data 

Finally, the estimate of Zeff is basedon alEomson scattam ' gmeasuremcntof 

temperam. As such, the value is an a m g e d  Zeff over the entire plasma Most likely the 

distribution of impurities is not unifann and may be peaked in the center. The e f fm the 

value of Zeff has on the spectra is somewhat complicated. Inmasing Zeff raises the 
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threshold energy at which electrons -way from the main distribution; but it also 

i n m  the pitch angle scattering ofthe high energy electrons, making the distribution 

more isotropic. Since we arc measuring X-mode ECE, electmns 4th higherperpendicular 

enexgies contribute mom smngly to the emission. However, the net effect of increasln ' g  

Zeff in the simulation is that it dtcreases thc emission level at low frtquencies. Simulation 

using Zeff of 4 and 6 again dtmonstrate thaf the simulation shown above is a worst case 

estimate of the magnetic fluctuation level 

6. Discussion 

our measurement ~fsupratfrermd die~usivity and/or 6 can be a~npand to 

pvious measurements on TEXT. The contribution of 6 to the chcnnat diffusivity can 

be calculated, andcompated to other mcasumments of the -of thermal e a  

showing that magnetic turbulence does not dominate thumal transpoit Good a m e n t  is 

f d  between our measurement and a d b t  m w n t  of magnetic fluctuation levels 

using exteraal coils outside of the b i te r .  Tbe fluctuation level mcBsurcd by our 

experiment is 3-5 time higher than that i n f d  fiom the measured dif€usim of runaway 

electn>nsintheedgeplasma duxingpositionshift andexgodiclimitaexperiments. 

However, this disparity may not be as large as it seems. 

The calculated contribution to the thermal diffusivity h m  magnetic fluctuations 

based on this "experimentally" detumined b-tilde is between 0.1 and 0.3 m2/scc: 

& = 2 q R  6 I ve I ,  when ve is the electron thermal velocity. 

The value of & in the center of the plasma during ECRH basedon power balance for 

typical TEXT-U32 discharges is about 2 m2/sec. Thus, the uMtributian to thennal 
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mnsport from magnetic fluctuations is about an order of magnitude smaller than the actual 

thermaldiffusivity. 

dinm measmmeng made on the outside of TEXT using magnetic pr~beal. TIE probes 

measured a Ioos-mean-sqm level of magnetic fluctuation at about 2x106- &trapo~tm 

of these s i r n . 1 3  measured outside of the limiter to the plasma tdge yielded an estimate 

of 6 at the plasmaedge of 6 =(2-3) x 1P5. The a m e n t i n  the lcvelofflucmatiom that 

art measured is quite good, although one might expcct largerdifkenca depending on the 

TIE level of 6 thatwe infir from the code can be compami to surnewhatmm 

mechanism by which the fluctuations ~ T C  driven. 

Measurements, based on tbe flux of runaway electrons to the limiter during position 

shift experiments and limits on h e  level of magnetic fluctuatiosls based on the runaway 

energy spectra, put the magnetic fluctuation level at closer to iX10-5. o ~ r  mcasmment is 

3 to 5 times higher than the measurement based on the runaway electron flux. There arc 

three diffennoes between the two measuremenw 1) The VECE meamemat is during 

ECRH. It is well established that a td iary  heating adversely affects the confiaemcnt of 

maway electrons, as well as thermal electrons.6 A higher level of level of m w a y  

Wsivi ty  would be m d  during ekmn cyclotron heating than during an ohmic 

discharge - hence the level of6 should be gnat# during ECRH. 2) Thc hard x-ray 

measurement is in the edge plasma while ourmeasumment is in the axe. 3) The energy 

range of the electrons measund by the ECE is between 40 and 200 keV, while the energy 

of the runaway ektmns measmd by hard x-rays is about 1 MeV. It's possible thac drift 

orbit averaging of the magnetic fluctuations reduces the uansport of the runaway electrons. 

If the deviation ofthe driftorbit from a flux sutfacc is largcrthsn the pcrpcndicuhr 

correlation length of the turbulence (the island sizc), the perturbation in the magnetic field 

is averaged out over the drift orbit. The deviation from a flux surface for the runaway 

electrons may be as much as 0.4 cm and the deviation far the electrons observed using 

VECE is probably about 0.1 cm (smaller q and v~),  rhus the energies observed using VECE 
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may be a more sensitive test for magnetic fluctuations than -way electrons arc. In any 

cast, since om is a worst cast estimate, the discrepancy may not be as large as it appears. 

7. Conclusions 

The electron cyclotron emission spectra from suprathermal electrons has been 

measured through a nearly vertical CW in the TEXT-U mkamak. The spccuum measlltrtd 

using ECRH injected in the cu-electron dinction shows much gicatff  emission at low 

fiequcncicsthanacomparabkspeceummeasurcdusingcountcr-injcctcdECRH. Sinceall 

other plasma parameters m the same for these dkhargcs, the change in the level of 

emission must be due to suprathermal electrons. 

By comparing the experimentally measundECE spectrum with the results of a 

comprehensive Fokker-Planck calculation, the -on of fast electrons has been 

measured in the plasma con &TEXT-U during electron cyclotron heating. The Simulation 

inclucks the effects of both magnetic and clectrosm 'cfluctuationson the transport OfEast 

electrons. The experimental spectra an best fit by spectra that include magnetic fluctuations 

with 6 = (3-5)xlWS. Addition of an electmaam fluctuationtenndoesnotsignificantly 

change the ltsults and the electrostatic tmn by itself cannot explain the experimentally 

measured data Uncertainties in the level of RF  power, internal toroidal electric field and 

Zeff profile limit the accuracy of this measmment However, this measurement indicates 

that an upper limit am IX p w o n  6 in the COLC of between 3 x& ami 5 XW?  his 

result is in fair agreement with mtaSUTCmmts made outside afthe TEXT limiter using 

magnetic piobes and with mcasuzezncnts of runaway electron diffwivity in the outer edge 

of the plasma. since a magnetic auctuation level of 10-4 wocltld be necessary in order to 

explain transport in the c m  plasma, the magnetic fluctuarion leveb infcmd hue are 

unlikely to be the dominant came of the transport of thermal elecarons in TEXT-U. 
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